Changes in the effect of heat stress protein that transferred from one plant to another through capillary water and its treatment with cantharis 200

Two pairs of rows of cowpea plants *Vigna unguiculata* (L.) Walp., were grown in earthen pots, each row containing 10 plants. Plants in each pair were connected by polythene tubes filled in water, the ends being dipped into water of two beakers. In each beaker, a mature leaf was immersed. Plants in one row of a pair were given heat stress through hot water while the corresponding water connected row of the same pair remained unstressed. Plants in one row of the second pair treated with cantharis 200C, a homeopathy potency, used for the treatment for burns. The corresponding water connected row of this pair remained untreated. Another single row of plants served as the unstressed and untreated control. After a fixed time, leaves of all the plants were harvested and homogenized. Leaf proteins of the plants in each row were separated by fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC). Leaf protein profile of the heat stressed plants showed similarity with that of unstressed but water connected plants. Cantharis-treated plants and the corresponding untreated but water connected ones showed similarity in the leaf protein profile. Leaf protein profile of the control plants was different from that of the two groups. It appeared that an external stimulus to a plant brings about a change in the water structure in the plant which is transmitted through the global molecular network (GMN) of water connecting the two plants.
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